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Innovative solutions through  
synergies
TEUFELBERGER is a leading specialist for fiber 

and steel wire ropes, strapping, and fiber compo

site components. The spectrum of technologies 

in TEUFELBERGER’s portfolio generates various 

synergies between the extrusion of thermoplas

tics, braiding of high performance fibers, and 

processing of wires into ropes, strapping, and 

lightweight composite components.

Especially fiber and steel wire products brought 

about valuable synergies with regard to both 

application and manufacturing technologies, 

which have benefited our customers tremen

dously. This makes TEUFELBERGER your ideal 

partner right from the project planning phase.  

5% of TEUFELBERGER’s employees are active 

in research and development and make sure 

that our customers have access to the latest, 

innovative rope technologies. 10% of the entire 

investment volume are committed to develop

ment and quality assurance.

EXPERTISE FROM  
225 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
What started back in 1790 with simple hemp ropes has since evolved into a globally successful group of enterprises  
specializing in the development and production of fiber and steel wire ropes, strapping, and composites. 

Vast diversity
Its products are designed for a wide variety of 

applications ranging from cranes and marine 

applications to packaging and through to the 

automotive sector. It is the continuity and stability 

of a family business that makes us the reliable 

partner who supports you, competently and 

effectively, in coping with your daily challenges..

Together in Motion

Strapping

Fibers + Plastics

Fiber Rope Wire Rope

 TEUFELBERGER

Ropeway & 
Mining Ropes

Crane RopesRope &  Safety
Yachting Ropes

Life Safety 
Ropes

Tree Care

Paper Carrier 
Ropes

Commercial 
Marine

Industrial Fiber 
Ropes

Global presence ensures  
customer proximity
Manufacturing operations in various countries 

allow us to meet local quality and certification 

standards as well as customer requirements 

without difficulty. From our sites in Austria, the 

Czech Republic, the U.S., Sweden, and Thailand, 

and backed by a closeknit global network of 

distribution partners, we continue to satisfy the 

expectations of our customers. 
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 WARNING

Using these products may involve hazards. Therefore, never use our products for any purposes other than those they 

are designed for. Customers must ensure that all users are familiar with their correct use and the necessary safe

ty precautions. Please keep in mind that any of the products may cause damage or harm when misused or overload

ed. The rope must NOT be used for lifting or transporting people. Moreover, the rope is not suited for working at live 

wires. The data specified in this catalog are reference values for assessing the quality of our products. We’ll be glad 

to provide the valid detail specification. Subject to modifications based on technical research and development.  

Determining the safety factor: the safety factor is obtained through dividing the minimum rope breaking force by the sched

uled working load. When used as a hauling rope in inclined elevators and for lifting processes a safety factor established by 

a risk analysis covering the overall system shall be chosen as stipulated in the Machinery Directive (Directive 2006/42/EC).

STS  Stronger Than Steel®, TEUFELBERGER® and 拖飞宝® are internationally registered trademarks of the TEUFELBERGER 

Group. Other internationally registered trademarks are: Dyneema® by DSM
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MOUNTING AND HAULING 
ROPES
TEUFELBERGER mounting and hauling ropes are ideally suited for the installation and mounting of power supply lines and 
ropeway ropes.

Mounting and hauling ropes are highstrength 

fiber ropes, either with or without cover, to be 

used for cable pulling in utility line construction

 and as mounting ropes for ropeways. Whether 

you work with a drum winch or a capstan winch, 

we have the right rope for each of your appli

cations. By using our synthetic ropes for rope 

pulling you can omit up to two work steps, 

which saves you a significant amount of time. 

TEUFELBERGER fiber ropes feature the following advantages:
✔ Our ropes weigh 7 times less than steel wire 

ropes. This is a particular advantage when 

transporting ropes through rough terrain 

where every pound counts.

✔ TEUFELBERGER synthetic ropes can be 

used with your existing equipment (winches, 

clamps, support rollers or deflection sheaves, 

etc.), without the need for adaptation. 

✔ We offer highest breaking forces, which are 

sometimes higher than those of a steel wire 

rope of the same diameter. 

✔ We offer increased safety and control due 

to torsion and stretch indicators in the rope 

cover.

✔ We manufacture optional lengths according to 

customer requirements  without any length 

limitation.

✔ TEUFELBERGER mounting and hauling ropes 

are characterized by perfect spooling behav

ior on all kinds of winches.

✔ No danger of injury from wires sticking out, 

uncoiling ends of the steel wire rope, or similar.

✔ The ropes are characterized by quick and 

easy handling, thus allowing the user to work 

ergonomically.

✔ We are flexible in terms of design: differ

ences in color facilitate your work and permit 

an easier identification by diameter, year of 

manufacture, and much more.

✔ Our ropes offer an extremely high bending 

fatigue strength and service life.

✔ Our mounting ropes feature maximum abra

sion resistance and minimal stretch. This is 

important when tensioning ropes over longer 

periods of time.

MOUNTING AND HAULING ROPES 

Reference points 
to detect  
overstretching

Marker threads indicate 
torsions

Tightly braided 
cover

High-strength fibers 
for high breaking forces
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 OUR SERVICE

OUR SERVICE - OUR BONUS 
FOR YOU
When it comes to service, TEUFELBERGER relies only on the best  our inhouse specialists.

The provision of fiber ropes customtailored to 

your specific needs is a fundamental prerequisite 

for a lasting and successful business relation

ship. However, we from TEUFELBERGER offer 

an added extra: at the customer’s request we 

prepare the appropriate inspection and main

tenance schedule for you and take charge of 

servicing your rope. 

Being used on construction sites, mounting and 

hauling ropes are exposed to very harsh condi

tions of use such as stony and sandy grounds 

or sharp edges and thorns. Quite frequently, the 

ropes are soiled to an extent that even the rope 

core is affected. All these factors will accelerate 

wear, and the rope needs to be inspected by 

specialists at regular intervals. This is the only 

way to ascertain whether a rope can still be used, 

whether it must be repaired or even has to be 

discarded altogether. The maintenance frequency 

depends mainly on the degree of utilization and 

the prevailing circumstances. Our experts will 

be happy to provide advice in these matters. 

We offer the professional service that our  
premium products deserve:
✔ Checking the degree of wear 

✔	 Visual inspection for twist 

✔	 Measurement of cross section 

✔	 Checking rope end terminations 

✔	 Detection of damaged spots 

✔	 Checking for extraordinary soiling 

✔	 Performing repair 

✔	 Determining the residual breaking force 

✔	 Documentation of the condition of the  

 rope

Our TEUFELBERGER team is there for you, 

even if help is needed quickly after improper 

handling, vandalism or similar circumstances. 

Our experts are available for advice to decide 

on the further use of the rope and to perform 

repair at short notice, if required, thus helping 

you to save costs for unnecessary replacements 

or avoid long downtimes.

Respooling process

Damage analysis



1. Advice on  
selecting the  

perfect product

2. Training and 
advice for the 

correct handling 
of fiber ropes

4. Inspection within the 
scope of a customized 
maintenance scheme

 
3. Repair in  
case of damage 
caused by  
improper handling

OUR SERVICE 

Always in action.  
No matter where.

Repaired rope cover



THE IDEAL ROPES FOR OVER-
HEAD LINE CONSTRUCTION,  
CABLE INSTALLATION AND 
ROPEWAY CONSTRUCTION

 ROPE APPLICATIONS

Fiber ropes for overhead line construction 
When it comes to fiber ropes for overhead line construction, TEUFELBERGER and its professionals go into action. 

We have the perfect solution for the installation of cables and lines for every need: 

✔	 High voltage power lines 

✔	 Medium and low voltage lines

✔	 Installation of fiber optic cables

✔	 Installation of pilot ropes by means of helicopter or drone

The different lines are usually installed by 

means of capstan winches. Especially in rough 

terrain, helicopters and powerful drones are 

employed more and more for the installation 

of pilot ropes. Due to the reduced weight of 

fiber ropes compared to steel wire ropes, our 

products offer substantial advantages in terms 

of weight and time. Our fiber ropes also set 

new standards by featuring enormous strength. 

We achieve this by carefully controlling our 

production processes and applying an elabo

rate prestretching technology. Each gram we 

can save on our ropes will increase your effi

ciency and help you to adhere to your budget. 

At the customer’s request, we also deliver fiber 

ropes for auxiliary winches, by means of which 

you can easily hoist the material and equipment 

you need up there on the mast. 
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Fiber ropes for underground utility line construction 
For underground utility line construction we offer the appropriate fiber ropes and thus the ideal solution 

for the installation of cables and lines, e.g. for: 

✔	 Data lines 

✔	 Underground cables

Fiber ropes as installation and pulling lines for ropeways
Pulling the ropes of a ropeway is a complicated task, because it usually takes place in rough terrain. To facilitate this job for you, TEUFELBERGER 

has developed clampable high strength fiber ropes for the easy installation and mounting of ropeway ropes. 

ROPE APPLICATIONS 

The fiber ropes are extremely lightweight and 

can be produced in any length depending on 

your requirements. The reduced weight and 

high breaking forces of our fiber ropes make 

it possible to omit two process steps in each 

pulling operation of your rope installation. 

The extremely high radial stability permits clamp

ing the rope by means of commercially available 

clamping jaws for steel wire ropes, thus allowing 

perfect and easy handling on site. Torsion and 

stretch indicators braided in by TEUFELBERGER 

facilitate the visual control of the pulling opera

tion. Due to the extremely high bending fatigue 

strength and the long service life, you can use 

your synthetic ropes many times over many 

years without difficulty and without any safety 

risk. Low stretch provides for a controlled ten

sioning process.

For underground utility line construction we offer 

special fiber ropes with a protective cover to 

prevent dirt, sand and soil from penetrating the 

core of the rope, which would result in internal 

abrasion and impairment not visible at the outside 

of the rope. Our team of experts has developed 

ropes with high abrasion resistance, low stretch, 

ease of splicing and a long service life. Another 

plus of TEUFELBERGER synthetic ropes is the 

fact that we manufacture the ropes in different 

color variations indicating various performance 

categories. 

Ropes for rope pulling by means of helicopter or drone
Rope pulling by means of helicopter and/or drone 

makes sense especially in rough terrain. For this 

kind of rope pulling it is extremely important 

that the fiber ropes feature low weights and 

small diameters. This is especially true when 

drones are used, whose flight time is limited and 

depends on the load. This means: the lower the 

weight the higher the efficiency.

The fiber rope experts of TEUFELBERGER 

have many years of experience in the field of 

thin flying lines for sports and wind power kites, 

which have the same properties as the ropes 

used for rope pulling through drones and heli

copters. By means of our STS  Stronger than 

Steel® technology we produce ropes featuring 

extremely low weights and small diameters, but 

also very high breaking forces. They are easy 

to splice and available at very great lengths. 
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 OUR FIBER ROPES - HYPERTEN

Specifications

— Diameter: 3  34 mm without cover, 5  41 with cover

— Technology: STS  Stronger Than Steel®

— Cover: optionally with PES (HyperTENPro P) or UHMWPE (HyperTENPro U) cover

— Core: UHMWPE, thermally prestretched

— Colors:

 — Cover: various colors and color combinations including longitudinal and 

   torsion markers possible

 — Core: silver grey

— Declaration of conformity acc. to the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC or lifting of loads  

 as amended

Your benefits
✔ 1/7 of the weight of comparable steel wire ropes

✔ Extremely high breaking force  higher than that of most steel wire ropes of the same  

diameter available on the market

✔ No corrosion and/or soiling caused by rope grease

✔ No danger of injury, easy and quick handling

✔ Flexible design

✔ Extremely high abrasion resistance due to smooth surface, especially when provided with a 

cover

✔ Very high bending fatigue strength and extremely long service life

✔ The kinetic energy released on rope damage is considerably lower than in case  

 of steel wire ropes

✔ Very low initial and working stretch (already eliminated during production)

✔ Suitable for clamping

HyperTEN
Manufactured by means of the STS - Stronger Than Steel® technology. Our extremely highstrength and stable fiber rope 

HyperTEN is made of UHMWPE fibers and offers maximum breaking forces and an extremely long service life. It is thermally pre

stretched and available either with a PES or a UHMWPE cover.

HyperTEN ProU

HyperTEN 
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Technical data:

HyperTEN HyperTEN Pro (P = PES, U = UHMWPE) HyperTEN / HyperTEN Pro

Rope Ø

mm 

Weight

g/m

Core Ø Pro-P / Pro-U

mm

Rope Ø Pro-P

mm

Weight Pro-P

g/m

Rope Ø Pro-U

mm

Weight Pro-U

g/m

MBF*

kN

3 9 3 5 20 5 15 21
5 19 5 7 42 7 31 40
6 26 6 8 57 8 44 50
7 36 7 9 77 9 58 70
8 49 8 10 98 10 72 90
9 60 9 11 109 11 84 94

10 64 10 12 127 12 96 115
11 76 11 13 165 13 124 135
12 100 12 15 204 15 151 180
14 125 14 17 250 17 188 235
15 146 15 18 286 18 212 250
16 156 16 20 300 20 224 280
18 199 18 23 410 23 301 355
20 209 20 25 445 25 331 440
22 260 22 28 495 28 370 505
24 329 24 30 635 30 470 550
26 366 26 32 790 32 587 610
28 425 28 34 878 34 670 700
30 488 30 36 990 36 756 800
32 555 32 39 1,105 39 846 900
34 626 34 41 1,230 41 939 1,010

* minimum breaking force of the rope in free length

TEUFELBERGER mounting ropes 
for the world’s longest 3S ropeway 
The longest 3S ropeway in the world travels up the 

Fansipan which, at 3,143 m, is the highest elevation 

in Vietnam. For this 3S ropeway we supplied the 

installation and pulling lines: several HyperTEN 

ProU 12 mm ropes with an overall length of 7,300 

m as well as one HyperTEN ProU 26 mm rope.  

By means of these highstrength TEUFELBERG

ER fiber ropes, the carrying ropes of the 3S 

ropeway could be easily installed and mounted.

OUR FIBER ROPES - HYPERTEN 
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STS – STRONGER THAN STEEL®

When looking for a particularly high performing rope, one will automatically think 
of steel wire ropes. But now we have STS  Stronger Than Steel®.

 OUR FIBER ROPES

Engineered by TEUFELBERGER’s development 

team, this fiber rope, by its very nature, is not 

only considerably lighter than a steel rope, but 

also takes performance to a higher level. This 

has become possible thanks to its combination 

of high tech fibers, its optimized rope design,. 

and an unprecedented stretching process that 

changes the rope’s structure in a way that makes 

it ideally suited for most industrial applications.

Why STS - Stronger Than Steel®?
Generally, ropes used for industrial applications 

are expected to meet high standards in terms 

of breaking strength, abrasion resistance, and 

durability. These parameters have a direct impact 

on rope performance and consequently on the 

costs for users. Even if these characteristics are 

ultimately the decisive factors for many, there are 

several other details that influence the quality 

and thus the outstanding customer benefit of 

STS  Stronger than Steel® ropes.

The low weight of STS  Stronger than Steel® 

ropes (approx. 1/7th of wire ropes of the same 

diameter) makes them extremely easy to handle. 

Their highly compact construction gives STS  

Stronger than Steel® ropes tremendous breaking 

strength in spite of their very small crosssection 

(greater breaking strength than steel wire ropes 

of the same diameter).

This makes it possible to sheathe STS  Stronger 

than Steel® ropes, if necessary. Even though the 

diameter of their core is smaller, such ropes will 

then still achieve the same breaking strength as 

a steel wire rope of the same external diameter.

The extremely firm and circular crosssection 

obtained as a result of the stretching and com

pacting processes ensures the smooth running 

behavior required by industrial applications.

The stretching process takes the major part of 

the initial plastic elongation out of the rope and 

allows users to operate with the same minimal 

length tolerances that they would get when 

using wire ropes.

The compact rope structure with a nearly closed 

surface and the individual coating of all fibers 

keep any ingress of dirt to a minimum. This helps 

reduce internal abrasion and prolongs the rope’s 

service life.

Their low weight makes STS  Stronger than 

Steel® ropes buoyant.Therefore, they can be 

used for a vast variety of industrial applications, 

especially for work in deep water.
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ROPE END TERMINATIONS
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Specifications

— Diameter: 5  72 mm without cover, 7  87 with cover

— Cover: optionally with (DuraTEN ProP) or without PES cover

— Core: UHMWPE (Dyneema®), not stretched

— Colors:

 — Cover: various colors and color combinations including longitudinal and torsion markers  

  possible

 — Core: dark grey

— Declaration of conformity acc. to the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC for lifting of loads  

 as amended

Your benefits
✔ 1/7 of the weight of comparable steel wire ropes

✔ Extremely high breaking force  comparable with the breaking force of a steel wire rope of 

the same diameter

✔ No corrosion and/or soiling caused by rope grease

✔ No danger of injury, easy and quick handling

✔ Flexible design

✔ Very high abrasion resistance, especially when provided with cover

✔ High bending fatigue strength and extremely long service life

✔ The kinetic energy released on rope damage is considerably lower than in case of steel wire 

ropes.

DuraTEN
The fiber rope DuraTEN made of high performance UHMWPE fibers weighs only a fraction of the weight of a comparable steel wire rope while 

simultaneously achieving a very long service life. Optionally, we manufacture DuraTEN also with PES or HPME cover.

 OUR FIBER ROPES - DURATEN

DuraTEN ProP

DuraTEN 
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DuraTEN DuraTEN Pro-P DuraTEN / DuraTEN Pro-P

Rope Ø

mm 

Weight

g/m

Core Ø Pro-P

mm

Rope Ø Pro-P

mm

Weight Pro-P

g/m

MBF*

kN

5 15 5 7 30 21
6 20 6 8 40 35
7 27 7 9 56 43
8 34 8 10 65 55
9 44 9 11 78 72

10 54 10 12 88 85
11 65 11 13 104 107
12 76 12 15 130 125
14 107 14 17 183 160  
16 144 16 20 250 220
18 219 18 24 384 258
22 272 22 28 470 378
24 348 24 30 581 436
26 388 26 32 655 500
28 461 28 34 780 591
30 545 30 36 915 663
33 603 33 40 1,020 738
35 676 35 42 1,050 823
36 726 36 44 1,235 912
40 958 40 48 1,585 1,134
42 1,042 42 50 1,750 1,343
48 1,223 48 60 2,100 1,525
52 1,510 52 64 2,612 1,810
56 1,704 56 68 2,940 2,148
60 1,914 60 72 3,273 2,353
64 2,283 64 77 3,790 2,651
66 2,405 68 82 4,285 2,800 
72 2,817 72 88 4,798 3,332

Technical data

* minimum breaking force of the rope in free length

OUR FIBER ROPES - DURATEN 
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 OUR FIBER ROPES - PCR-U

PCR-U
PCRU is our special rope with polyester core and cover. Due to its construction,  it features a 20% higher breaking force than conventional 

polyester ropes. 

Rope Ø

mm 

Weight

g/m

MBF*

kN

10.5 89 31
12.5 114 39

14 160 60
16 204 72
18 260 91
20 307 110
22 379 134
24 440 145
27 578 185

* minimum breaking force of the rope in free length

Technical data

Specifications

— Diameter: 10.5  27 mm

— Cover: polyester

— Core: polyester

— Colors: white, black, orange, green, blue, red

— Certification: possible for lifting loads acc. to the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC as 

amended

Your benefits
✔ Lowest stretch in the segment of economical polyester ropes

✔ Very good abrasion resistance

✔ Torque free

✔ Very good dielectric properties

✔ Long service life

✔ High UV resistance
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ROPE END TERMINATIONS
Splice / eye
A splice and/or eye can be fabricated for all ropes with and without cover. In case of ropes with 

covers, the whole spliced area is machinecovered and thus ideally protected. 

 
Thimble
Steel or stainlesssteel thimbles protect the rope’s eye perfectly when connected to bolts or 

similar devices. 

End bond
A fiber rope with a cast cone is a hightech solution ensuring both maximum tensile strength 

(no loss compared to tensile strength in free length) and flexibility for dimensioning the metal 

end bond. The cast cone proper is provided with a thread by means of which any optional rope 

end termination can be screwed in place.

 
Stitched terminations
TEUFELBERGER cuts the rope to the required length and manufactures the end stitch

ing according to the customer’s specifications. Decades of stitching experience and 

comprehensive knowhow in this field help us to achieve maximum breaking forces. 

Clamp
The extremely high dimensional stability under lateral pressure of our mounting and hauling 

ropes allows tensioning the ropes by means of commercial clamping jaws for steel wire ropes.

ROPE END TERMINATIONS 
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 MOUNTING AND HAULING ROPES

THE RIGHT ROPE FOR YOUR 
APPLICATION
Each application has its very specific challenges, which makes the selection of the right rope key to your success. TEUFEL
BERGER has the knowhow and thus the right rope for each kind of mounting and hauling application in overhead line 
construction, cable installation and ropeway construction. 

Caption: 
+++ ideally suited 
++ very well suited 
+ well suited 
0 suited 
 not suited

Caption symbol: 
         unstretched core
 
         stretched core

         PES cover
 
         UHMWPE cover

Ropes HyperTEN 

 

(3 – 34 mm)

HyperTEN Pro-P

(5 – 41 mm)

HyperTEN Pro-U

(5 – 41 mm)

Brief description 

of core & cover

UHMWPE hollow braid manufactured 

by means of STS - Stronger than Steel® 

technology, without cover

UHMWPE core manufactured by means 

of STS - Stronger than Steel® technology, 

provided with abrasion-resistant and highly 

UV-resistant protective polyester cover

UHMWPE core manufactured by means 

of STS - Stronger than Steel® technology, 

provided with highly abrasion-resistant 

and UV-resistant protective cover

Capstan winch pilot rope + ++ +++
Drum winch pilot rope + ++ +++
Helicopter pilot rope +++ - -
Drone pilot rope +++ - -
Pilot rope for buried cable instal-

lation
+ ++ +++

Auxiliary winch + ++ +++
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MOUNTING AND HAULING ROPES

Customized solutions 
We have the right product for each of your applications 
and fabricate your fiber rope to your specific needs.

DuraTEN

(5 – 72 mm)

DuraTEN Pro-P 

 

(7 – 87 mm)

PCR-U 

 

(10.5 – 27 mm)

UHMWPE hollow braid UHMWPE core, provided with 

economical protective polyester cover 

 

Polyester double weave featuring high 

tensile strength and low stretch

+ ++ -

+ ++ 0

++ - -

++ - -

0 ++ +

+ ++ +
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